
Looking for a fun way to personalize your 
nails for St. Patrick’s Day? Look no further – 
we have just the thing for you! Impress your 
friends and family with the tiny vinyl pieces 
you can make with your ScanNCut. You can 
either use preloaded designs or make your 
own unique shapes to wear. Follow along as 
we accessorize your digits with decals.

St. Patrick's Day 
Nail Decals

Julie Fei-Fan Balzer

MATERIALS: 
ScanNCut; Adhesive Backed Vinyl*; Standard Mat; Hook Tool; Tweezers; Orange Stick; Nail Polish; 

Nail File

*Consult the manufacturer of the adhesive backed vinyl before applying it to your skin or nails.

projects

Opinion expressed by paid consultant. Color and specifications may vary.

step 2. Go to “Home” screen > “Pattern” >> Shamrock (Club) design.

step 1. Place vinyl onto mat, and then load mat into the ScanNCut.



step 4. Go to “Add” > “Words” >> “Lucky.” Then resize (approx. 0.20" height). Change 

number, if desired.

step 3. Resize the design to fit your nail (approx. 0.25"). Then, change the number to add 

as many as you’d like, and press “Set.”

step 5. If you wish, you can create or add your own designs to the project as well.
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step 7. Move and place your shapes over the patterns on the vinyl and then press “OK.”

step 6. Scan your mat that was loaded with the vinyl. 

step 8. Perform a test cut to ensure your blade settings are appropriate for the vinyl.

step 9. Go to “Cut” > “Start.” Once finished, you can unload the mat.

step 10. Remove vinyl from the mat and trim down as needed.
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step 11. Weed the background from the design with a hook tool.

Place your vinyl as you wish on to the nail. (Tweezers can help place the small decals.)step 12.

Use an orange stick to press down any edges and smooth out bumps.step 13.

If a design extends past the nail, use a nail file to create a crease and remove the excess.step 14.

Coat with a clear polish to seal in the design.step 15.

Tip: Using a base coat first can 
help the vinyl stick more securely.
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